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Digital Resident Retention for Multifamily Property Management Portfolios

Next generation resident management with digital messaging allows property managers to intercept negative feedback 
before it’s shared with the world on Google Reviews, while making it easier for residents to get exactly what they want. By 
increasing resident communication and connection, property managers can improve lease renewals and attract 
prospective residents by building a reputation for top tier resident experience. Kipsu’s digital messaging solution for 
multifamily builds on its offering developed for leading hospitality organizations like Hilton, where Kipsu has contributed to 
signification improvements in guest satisfaction. 

Unexpected Resident Churn

Lean Staffing 

Portfolio Solution 

Sentiment and Service Recovery Detection 

Online Reviews

Personalized and planned messaging throughout 
a resident’s lease to encourage resident 
communication, maximize renewal rates, and 
lower overall turnover spend

Real transparency into resident satisfaction, 
interaction, and discussion topics across an entire 
porfolio of properties 

Centralized user interface allowing any team 
member to review resident message history, 
streamline communication, and increase 
response time

Periodic touch points to gather insights about 
residents’ emotions and opinions, and identify issues 
that prioritize service recovery

Catch feedback in-the-moment through friendly and 
frictionless channels and provide service recovery 
before reviews are published
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First to market with an exciting new technology capability

Enhanced reputation as an industry innovator

Opportunity to co-develop the solution with Kipsu and have a direct impact 
on our roadmap
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Hi Ms. Lee! I wanted to check in and see
 if you were planning on renewing your lease at 
Kipsu Towers? Do you have any questions or 
concerns regarding your living experiences? - 
Danika

I am sorry to hear about the 
maintenance issue. We will send 
maintenance to your unit this 
afternoon. Please confirm if 2pm will 
work with your schedule. - Danika

I am hoping to renew my 
although

Hi Ms. Lee! I wanted to check in and 
see if you were planning on renewing 
your lease at Kipsu Towers? Do you 
have any questions or concerns 
regarding your living experiences?
 - Danika

I am sorry to hear about the maintenance 
issue. We will send maintenance to your 
unit this afternoon. Please confirm if 2pm 
will work with your schedule. - Danika

I am hoping to renew my lease, 
although I have been having a 
small leak in my bathroom sink 
that I would like to be fixed before 
I sign the renewal.

Integration with property management systems allow 
the seamless transfer of resident information

6. Property Management System Intergration

Kipsu’s Solution 


